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PRESS KIT
CYBER RECONNAISSANCE & THREAT
INTELLIGENCE
In today’s interconnected world, businesses must adapt and
find ways to identify and contain threats from outside of their
perimeter. Early attempts to solve the problem with threat
feeds or general threat intelligence have left security teams
overwhelmed, frustrated, and still in the dark.
GroupSense is changing the face of threat intelligence.
Our analysts are using proprietary, advanced technology to
deliver customized intelligence aligned with each client’s
unique concerns. There are no tools to tune or threat feeds to
interpret – just finished intelligence, so the response can begin
immediately.

ABOUT OUR RESEARCH
GroupSense brings together extensive research capabilities,
technology, and database of over 10 billion compromised
credentials. Our cyber security lab uses proprietary techniques
to collect and analyze big data from the cyber underground and
open sources. Our powerful technology allows us to correlate
and delivers a clear global view of each investigation. Our data
collection and analysis is augmented by an integrated platform,
where trends are identified, thus providing data for both
reactive and preemptive security models.

RECENT RESEARCH AND MEDIA
COVERAGE
Sharks20385 - an investigation into Russian interference in
the 2016 Presidential Election
GroupSense in the News: groupsense.io/news-and-events

ABOUT GROUPSENSE
GroupSense is a leading provider of cyber intelligence services.
GroupSense is not a feed or search engine for the dark web.
GroupSense is people, empowered by proprietary technology,
helping information security and intel teams realize value.
GroupSense is trusted by governments worldwide to assist in
cyber intel program development, election monitoring, and
anti-fraud and risk measures. GroupSense tracks known and
suspected threat actors and groups, publishing its research for
affected organizations regardless of customer status.

GET IN TOUCH
Our experts are available to comment
on threat intelligence, election security,
data breaches and breach awareness.
Email: Press@groupsense.io
Phone: +1.877.469.7726

OUR EXPERTS

Kurtis Minder, CEO & Co-Founder
Kurtis Minder is the CEO and co-founder
of GroupSense. With over 20 years in the
information security industry, Kurtis brings a
unique blend of technical, sales and executive
acumen. A disciplined and focused leader, Kurtis has
ably guided GroupSense in the development of an innovative
approach to cyber intelligence. Drawing on his experience
spanning operations, design, and business development, Kurtis
has led GroupSense to market without significant fundraising.
Kurtis has served in pivotal roles at security startups and high
growth companies such as Mirage Networks (acquired by
Trustwave), Caymas Systems (acquired by Citrix) and Fortinet
(IPO). A frequent contributor to the start-up community, Kurtis
serves as an advisor and mentor to growing companies.

Tom Richards, Chief Strategy
Officer & Co-Founder
Tom Richards brings over a decade of
experience in the information security industry.
Starting his career at Integralis (acquired by NTT),
Tom held various positions in IT, operations and ultimately
became a security analyst. After leaving Integralis, Tom was
a senior business analyst with Verizon Business in Irvine, CA,
where he was responsible for creating and securing systems
for payment and order processing. In 2013, Tom founded
ScoutSwarm, a cyber intelligence company focused on helping
businesses proactively identify threats. ScoutSwarm was
acquired by GroupSense, and Tom joined the founding team.
Currently, Tom is responsible for setting GroupSense’s product
strategy, and leading the team of analysts responsible for
research, curation and discovery of information related to their
clients’ security. Tom holds a bachelor degree in Management
Information Systems (MIS) from Central Connecticut State
University.

GroupSense

PRESS KIT
CYBER RECONNISANCE SERVICES
GroupSense intelligence analysts can assess your current direct exposure across the full spectrum of online
sources surface, deep and dark web. Clients receive assessments and 24/7 monitoring alerts to direct threats.
GroupSense analysts are standing by to provide services such as additional research and investigation, threat
modeling, tailored source access, takedown services and incident response.
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Product & services
Official digital channels

BREACHRECON

Largest database
of stolen credentials Over 10 billion records
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Credentials
Source code
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